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"Well J m? J '"". '".v reaa me "ra mat some security guards are stupid."Ann unnamedj n , rCollege of Wooster student at the Monday night Campus Council discussion on the alcohol oolic4
Campus Council, students scrutinize College alcohol policy
Laiirau McHuohg flnrtand thln&"i g, said Council Chair Patricia game,"Cram andOrr nArViana i11svurin.n. I x rx r f .
Sara Taggart
Voice Staff
On Tuesday, Oct. 3, Campus
Council hosted a discussion in
Kenarden Formal Lounge. The event
was the second of three discussions to
gather student input on making possi-
ble amendments to the College's alco-
hol policy.
"This initiative to update the alco-
hol policy is not a reaction to any- -
Lecturer is
also College
hedge fund
manager
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
Alan Fournier of Pennant Capital
Management is scheduled to deliver a
lecture entitled "Demystifying Hedge
Funds: Conversation with a
Practitioner" on Wednesday, Oct. 25.
"Demystifying Hedge Funds" is
sponsored by the James R. Wilson
Lecture Series, endowed in 2001 by
.
James R. and Linda R. Wilson.
Professor of Business Economics John
Sell, whose position is endowed by
Wilson, says the purpose of the fund
is to "enhance the College's reputation
by bringing to campus prominent
business and financial leaders."
Previously, the Wilson Lecture Series
has featured CEOs, venture capitalists
and Federal Reserve Board vice chairs.
Hedge funds are a unique type of
investment, according to Sell.The
idea was that the fund would make
investments that had some potential for
gain, but which were protected from
substantial losses," he said.
Today's hedge fund encompasses
types of investments that can gain
substantial wealth, but also have the
possibility of incurring losses.
These funds are of particular
importance to The College of
Wooster community because the
College's endowment is largely based
on hedge funds, according to the Vice
President of Finance and Business
Robert Walton. He says members of
the Wooster community feel that bas-
ing such a large amount of The j
College's endowment is too risky.
Sell acknowledged the risk factor ;
involved with such investments. Tor j
example," he says, "one fund,
MotherRock, invested heavily in energy :
futures and made 20 percent in 2005,
but shut down this year with heavy i
losses as natural gas prices fell and
investors left." However, Sell is quick to j
note that MotherRock should be i
regarded as the exception, not the rule. :
The well-bei- ng of the endowment
helps to determine the price of
tuition. Though the comprehensive i
fee at the College is $37,895, the price j
only covers two thirds of the actual :
cost of education. :
Fournier has a special interest with in j
the College because his firm, Pennant I
Capital Management, manages some of ;
the College's hedge funds.
The lecture will take place in the i
Gault Recital Hall in Scheide Music
,
Center at 7:30 p.m., with reception and
refreshments immediately afterwards.
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Riley '08. "I want to make that verv
clear." Updating the alcohol policy
was atopic that first came under dis-
cussion at the Campus Council Retreat
earlier this fall. The policy affects so
many students," she continued. "And
it's very vague."
"We're not condoning underage
drinking," said Riley, "We want to
work with students so they can have
fun and be safe at the same time."
According to Riley this includes
adding to the policy clear definitions
of what exactly entails a "drinking
Witt
In spite of their best efforts, the Scots were unable to defeat Wittenberg on Saturday after-noo- n.
Wooster lost, 24-2- 1 (Photo by Mac Buehler). i
Nick Holt
Sports Editor
Mistakes and the inability to
stop Tigers running back Tristan
Murray cost the Scots (3-- 1, 0--1)
Late Night
Katie Foulds
Managing Editor
Tonight the College of Wooster, in
association with Wooster Activities
Crew (WAC), will host its first-ev- er
Late Night on the Quad, an event that
will involve campus groups as well as
students.
Late Night will take place on the
Quad and will extend to the Kenarden
patio.
Late Night is intended to replace
the annual bonfire that took place on
the Quad in previous years. The pur-
pose of this event is to involve more
students than the bonfire did.
Late Night should have more
appeal since there are more organiza-
tions involved in the event, according
to Student Activities Program
Director Helena Iaquinta '06.
The affair kicks off at 7 p.m. with a
Women's Athletic & Recreation
Association (WARA)-sponsor- ed
Capture the Flag tournament. The
bonfire will be lit at 8 p.m. on the
Quad and will be extinguished at 12
a.m. Bands will begin playing on the
Jackie Arcy '07 writes
about the pending
changes to the Women's
Studies Program on
page 3.
In observation of
National Coming Out
Day, editor in chief Liz
Miller shares her story;
see page 3.
perhaps allowing students
to register individual parties in
advance.
"We will be talking to Security, I
will be talking to them about mak-
ing changes to the alcohol policy,"
said Riley, "but we want to talk to
students first."
In addition to Riley, Campus
Council members that attended the
Kenarden discussion were at-lar- ge
member Andrew Stebbins '07, Student
Government Association President
Jonathan Hartschuh '07, Professor 6f
Religious Studies Ishwar Harris and
nbertt win
,
: JILi ):
their undefeated season as they fell 24-2-1
to bitter rival Wittenberg (2-- 2, 1-- 0),
on Saturday.
The game was a back-and-fo- rth bat-
tle that went down to the wire as
Wooster fought back from a 17-- 7 half--
Activities sponsors
Kenarden patio around 8 p.m. and will
play until 1 1 p.m.
Iaquinta, who organized the event,
says that it will resemble a "fair-li- ke
atmosphere," though originally it was
intended to be an all-camp- us, night-
long camp-ou-t.
There are many student groups
involved who will host games and
sponsor tables. The Wooster
Volunteer Network (WVN) will spon-
sor a cornhole tournament;
Greenhouse, Peace by Peace and
Environmental Concerns of Students
(ECOS) will host a vegan dinner,
drumming circle and an informational
table about the environment; The Ice
Cream Socialists will host an ice
cream social; the Biology club and
TriBeta will sponsor a ping pong toss
(with the grand prize of a fish).
The Late Night committee will
offer bobbing for apples, s'mores and
pumpkin painting. Also, Lerch's
Donuts will have fresh baked dough-
nuts on the Kenarden patio.
Student bands will also play
throughout the night. Live acts
include Lesser Panda (Brian Crist "07
and Luke Wilhelm '07), The Cherry
Troyer House residents
share the ups and
downs of raising a
puppy with Jennifer
Metzger. See page 5.
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes.
"We want student opinions and stu-
dent input on what could better serve
the campus' in terms of the policy,"
Hartschuh said, speaking on behalf of
Council at the meeting.
Twenty-si- x people, not including
Campus Council members, attended
the Kenarden meeting. Questions
from the audience varied on topics
from "drinking games" to the rumored
Security crackdown.
"You can have 100 people crammed
into a hallway" asked student, Steve
'Kaz' Kassimer '07, "but you can't have
3 I'M
it
time deficit to claim the lead in the
third quarter with a 55-ya- rd touch-
down reception by Aaron Gprtz '07.
The Tigers came back by running
the ball 13 consecutive times for 74
yards, with a one-yard-r- un touchdown
Cameron MacLeod '07 roasts marshmallows at the Late
Night Activities Bonfire on Sept. 25, 2004. This year, Late
Night will bring back the event, with an all-nig- ht twist (Photo
courtesy Late Night Activities Web site).
Flavored Elevator (Daniel Miraldi she is glad so many student groups
'09); High Tide Mirage (Andy and student bands want to be involved
Welshhans '09), and an unnamed band in this event,
with Brendan Frett '09. Iaquinta said See "Party!" page 2
r
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Arts highlights last week-
end's Senior I.S. recitals,
which featured work that
explored gender in theater
and in society. See page 6
for all of the details.
tour people playing a game?" In
response, Holmes said, "The College's'
whole goal is not to make it more
strict, but to find a reasonable place to
be. What would you guys call reason-
able? "Drinking games' is one of those
problems. It's hard to find a middle
ground."
"Is the drinking game policy
something we can change? Or is that
policy untouchable?" another student
said, "Everything's up for grabs to talk
about... could we find a way? Sure, it's
possible ... but doubtful."
bar
by Murray with just 45 seconds
remaining giving Witt the victory
and Murray his third touchdown
of the day.
:7: Wooster (21-1- C)
::3: Wittenberg (14-7- )
.
: 3: Wittenberg (28-1- 4)
300: Wittenberg (42-2- C)
C01: Wittenberg (47-1- 3)
C02: Wittenberg (14-S-)
!3: Wittenberg (35-3- 1)
I "i: Wooster (64-5- 3, C)
: Jj: Wittenberg (4 5-- C)
:"Z: W;:tonbera (21-2!- )
:i ell-ti- n: 1 1"
"Overall I felt we played a better
game than Wittenberg but we
shot ourselves in the foot one too
many times and they capitalized
on the opportunities they had,"
Gertz said.
v
Wittenberg took the opening
kickoff and launched an 18-pl-ay
drive that covered 84 yards. The
Scots failed to stop the Tigers,
allowing them to convert on third-and-lo- ng
twice and failing to hold
on a fourth-and-on- e. The drive
ended with a 22-ya- rd field goal to
give Witt the early lead.
See "Wittenberg," page 7
party
Wooster wins a recent
game against Eatlham,
avenging last year's loss
to the Quakers. Read the
story on page 8.
J
Friday,
October 6
lMSlForum lecturer explores evolutionary debate
LOCAL
Ohio Solar Tour
comes to Wooster
On Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 7 and
8, as part of the ASES National Solar
Tour, Green Energy of Ohio is offer-
ing 18 separate tours across the state
of Ohio, including Wayne County, to
experience the benefits, incentives and
comforts of clear energy living. Tours
are free, but an RSVP is recommend-
ed. For information, contact Green
Energy Ohio at (866) GREEN-O- H
. It r viioii tree) or
www.GreenEnergyOhio.org.
Lions Flea Market
to benefit charities
On Saturday, Oct. 7, The Wooster
Noon Lions Club is sponsoring a flea
market to benefit Lions causes such as
Pilot Dogs and funding eye exams for
those in need. Admission is one dollar
The market opens at 8 a.m. and closes
at 3 a.m.
NATIONAL
Five girls killed in
attack on Lancaster
Amish school
On Monday, Oct. 2, 32 year-ol-d
Charles Carl Roberts entered
Georgetown School, a one-roo-m
Amish schoolhouse in the Village of
Paradise in Lancaster County, Pa.
Roberts told the 15 male pupils, ,the
teacher and the older children to exit
the school, leaving 1 1 girls, ages six to
13. After barricading the doors with
lumber he brought himself, Roberts
bound the girls.
When the police arrived on the
scene, Roberts called 911 saying he
would open fire on the victims if the
police didn't back off. As the message
was being transferred to police at the
scene, Roberts opened fire on the girls,"
killing five Sixecution-styl- e before
killing himself.
The other six girls were critically
wounded in the attack, some with gun
shot wounds to the head.
While there was no evidence that
any of the girls had befen molested,
Pennsylvania Police Commissioner,
Jeffrey Miller, said in wire reports,
"Roberts had been equipped with a
'restraint kit' and two tubes of lubri
cant gel, which he could have been
planning to use in sexual assault."
He was also heavily armed, carrying
three firearms a shotgun, a semiau-
tomatic pistol, and a rifle. He also had
a stun gun, two knives and a bag hold
ing 600 rounds of ammunition
according to news sources.
Foley resigns amid
controversy involving
pages, IM sex chats
House Representative Republican
Mark Foley resigned Friday, Sept. 29,
shortly after being accused of
exchanging inappropriate emails and
instant messages with underage male
Congressional pages. '
Foley leaves his seat open in an elec
tion year with Democrats vying for
control of the House. The FBI has
opened an investigation to search for
possible criminal charges. Allegations
are surfacing of Foley's inappropriate
behavior from former Congressional
pages dating back to 1995. On
Monday, Oct. 2, Foley checked himself
into a rehabilitation facility for alco
holism treatment.
Briefs compiled by Laura Mcllugh
from wire reports
The article on page 2 of last week's
news section was incorrectly credited to
Alexandra DeGrandchamp. It was written
by Katie Minetti. An editor erred.
Though we strive for excellence, at
times we fall short. Send your corrections
to voicewoostfr.tdu.
VOICE STAFF OPENING
The Wooster Voict is looking for a
News editor for the remainder of
the 2006-0- 7 academic year.
Interested persons should visit
wooster.eduvoice for an applica
tion. The deadline is Oct. 13.
Taylor Swope
Voice Staff
On Tuesday, Oct. 10, The College of
Wooster will welcome Michael Ruse,
the Lucyle T. Werkmeister professor
of philosophy at Florida State
University, to campus to present the
forum "Can Darwinists also be
Christians?"
Ruse's talk will be the second forum
event at Wooster this fall, following
Azar Nafisi, author of "Reading Lolita
in Tehran."
The issue of inter-mingli- ng science
and religion has become a hot topic
recently, especially since the debate of
whether or not to teach Intelligent
Design in Ohio public high schools
surfaced this September.
Ruse has been interested in the con
flict between Darwinist theory and
Christianity for many years before
any of his professional research was
published. "I have always been inter-
ested in the topic since my days as a
schoolboy in England where I was
continued from p. I
Iaquinta anticipates about 100-1- 50
student participants and says she is
excited for the event because it is a
great way to promote a sense of com-
munity among the student body. "I
want to make this an annual October
event where students can showcase
talent and come together as a commu-
nity and enjoy each other's company,"
she said.
Iaquinta also thinks the student
response is one of enthusiasm: "I
think students are really excited and
interested to see how it goes," she
added.
Though it may seem similar to
Party on the Green, this event should
be more casual. It will appeal to stu-
dents who want to camp out on the
Quad, enjoy music and get to know
campus groups. Though the event
ends at midnight, the Late Night coor-
dinators suggest students bring blan-
kets and tents to enjoy the evening.
Weather permitting, students may
stay all night.
brought up as a
Quaker," Ruse
said.
He also said
that, during the
late 1970s, he
was asked to
debate against
Creationists and
this sparked an
even greater
interest in this
area of study.
"I realized that
I had things to
say, and I said
K
'4 '
'--
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Michael Ruse
Florida State University
them," he said.
Ruse recognizes that his work in
this area ignites great interest in
understanding how science and reli-
gion can be interconnected.
Ruse has not only written several
books to serve as information and
guides to the relationship between sci-
ence and religion, has also provided
,
insight into how, creationists and
Darwinists can operate together.
"I think that they can be reconciled
inevitability of
which I believe
with each other,
but of course it is
not easy," he said.
"I do not think
that conservative
Christianity,
unlike Evangelical
Christianity is
committed to
reading Genesis
absolutely literall-
y," said Ruse.
"So that is no
barrier; more
problematic are
issues like how do
you get the
human evolution,
is essential on the
Christian story; it's hard but can be
done."
Public opinion on creationism and
evolution is developed at different
times for different people, he said;
however, many are noticing that pre-collegi- ate
education is certainly a place
where students will be given knowl-
edge that could shape their beliefs
Tunes of glory: Scot Pipers entertain parents
The College of Wooster Scot Pipe Band performs outside of Lowry Center on Saturday,
Sept. 30. The performance was part of the Family Weekend festivities, which spanned
from Friday through Sunday (Photo courtesy William Taggart).
Late Night Activities sponsors all--
nighter today on Armington Quad
Party ' at m a
l iu Oil t i 1 3 V.". : iL ' nV. ...
7 V.'ARA-sponsor- cd garr.o of C:ptu;o tlso IT j
Z p.m. L:.' 3 Night lights the bonfiro
Vcgr.n Pc'Juck sponsored by Grccr.hc'jco
THROUGHOUT THE MIGHT
M!,d C!;:rry-Fbvorc- d Elevator
t'TI-.DTiJ- j r.:;rc,g3
L... '..n Felt
M; Crr..m Cccielicto-sponsorc- d ico crer.rn cec
: - ccrr.holj tournament
Club end TriDcta ping-pon- g tecs (p;;z
Lcrch's Donuts
::!)
Iaquinta hopes this will become a ' "I really think it could be a great
lasting Wooster tradition.This event annual event ... I just wanted to cre--
is for faculty and staff as well as stu-- ate an event where organizations
dents so hope different people will could advertise, people could come
come to make it a diverse group of together, and it would be a nice fall
spectators," she said. event."
The Voice wants your feedback
We're thinking of changing the look of The Wooster Voice after
fall break. This is your chance to give us your thoughts on how our
newspaper looks, from the front page to our font selection.
If you have ideas, suggestions for improvement or comments of
any sort, please send them to voicewooster.edu.
All feedback must be received by Friday, Oct. 13, 2006.
about religion and science.
Ruse suggests that the creationist
theory that is taught in certain high
schools is certainly a Christian ideolo-
gy in disguise. Instead, he believes
religion classes should be taught to
inform .students of the religious
thought about creation and evolution.
"I don't want to see religion taught .
in science classes but I think we need
we need desperately to have com-
parative religion courses in schools
to learn about Islam for a start," he said.
"Also to learn about religion in the U.S.,
given its great social and cultural force."
Ruse will speak at 7:30 in the
evening at McGaw Chapel on Tuesday,
Oct. 10, 2006.
The lecture is free and open to mem-
bers of the College community and
the general public.
Ruse has published a number of
books on the subject including, "Can a
Darwinian be a Christian?", "Darwin
and Design: Does --Evolution have a
Purpose?" and his latest book, The
Evolution-Creatio- n Struggle." '
Photo courtesy OPI
Alcohol
focus of
Council
meetings
Alcohol
continued from p. 1
"Legal mass consumption of alcohol v
absolutely cannot be condoned," said
Riley in a separate interview. "
When asked about open containers
and whether the front porches of cam-
pus houses were private, Holmes said,
"it doesn't matter where you are, an
open container is an open container."
" Holmes sailthis incIufleVeveh tiJup
of beer.
"Spread the word to friends," said
Holmes, "this policy change is not
that the College is cracking down. We
think it's time to take another look at
stuff and figure it out."
"Well you guys need to spread the
word that some Security guards are
stupid," said one student in response
to Holmes, echoing a lot of student's
concerns expressed earlier in the
meeting.
Several students remarked that
there is a campus-wid- e rumor that
"We want to work with
students so they can
have fun and be safe at
the same time."
Kurt Holmes
Dean of Students
Security is cracking down on alcohol
violations this fall. "All this discussion
we're doing is great," said one student,
"but people are worried that Security
needs to work on perception of itself."
"I've heard at least two security
guards say, they are cracking down
this year,'" said another student, "I've
seen situations that security could
have handled better instead of call-
ing police unnecessarily."
Several other students had concerns
about Security. "I honestly believe the
reform should be in the security
guards," remarked one.
"I have been harassed," said another.
To me, that's policing, and that's a
totally different perspective from what
I want from campus security."
In response, Holmes said, "I'd like to
know times, place, person if you can."
"They the Security Guards are
human. They're tired. They're frus-
trated. Could it be they are looking to
be on a power trip? Could be."
"If you guys have problems with
Security officers, tell us," said Stebbins.
"Send something to us or Dean
Holmes, we'll do something about it."
"The culture has changed," said
Riley. The policy can change."
The final Campus Council student
participation session will be held on
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Compton
Lounge.
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in this month is
National Cominz
Out Day next Wednesday, Oct. 1 1.
This week, I want to share my story
with all of you, Voice readers, in the
hope that it will personalize queer peo-
ple in Wooster and beyond, to make us
more than labels or stock characters.
I came out, officially (whatever that
means), during the summer between
my junior and senior years of high
school. It wasn't glamorous, nor was it
tragic; so don't look for an after-scho-ol
special story here. ,
I'd known I was gay for a while,
probably since my friends decided that
the opposite sides of their heterosexu-
al binary weren't filled with cooties or
anything of that sort. My adolescence
was somewhat tragic, plagued by bouts
of depression that manifested itself as
acting out in the classroom.
It doesn't help that the self-awaren- ess
of my sexual orientation coincid-e- d
with the time that my family decid-
ed to uproot me from my childhood
home, moving me to a new school dis-
trict and forcingme to quickly forge
relationships with people caught in
the thick of the heterosexual social-
ization game.
I constructed an asexual identity; I
cared more about creating a ruckus
than about boys, and that worked for
me. I played soccer and basketball
year-rou- nd and I wrote for the local
newspaper; I did anything to detract
from my budding queerness. As I
entered high school, it became more
difficult for me to shirk away from
Viewp
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OUR VIEW
Weekend is allsuccess for
. . . . jThis past weekend, The College of
Wooster was a fantastic host. This
weekend was Family Weekend (for-
merly Parents Weekend) and the
campus looked great.
After all, when anyone contribut-
ing money to the College (parents,
alumni, trustees) visits campus, the
foliage brightens up and the waterfall
is turned on.
It's great that the College pays so
much attention to detail from the
Friday night entertainment to the
picnic lunch during the Saturday
football game.
We enjoyed illusionist Mike Super
on Saturday, and liked seeing parents
at the Underground at night, hanging
out with their sons and daughters.
Family Weekend really is a bril-
liant idea.
But for students whose parents
could not visit, either because of the
distance to travel or a nonstandard
workweek, this weekend was still
packed with activities both on and off
campus.
Coinciding with Family Weekend
was WoosterFest. WoosterFest
the equivalent of a street fair was
a success this year, as usual.
It is hosted by the City of
Wooster and takes place on Liberty
Street. The festival was a congrega-
tion of vendors selling items from
pottery to jewelry to tie-dy- ed shirts
and Halloween costumes.
The crowd enjoyed elephant ears,
gyros, fries and lemonade, as well as
live bands.
WoosterFest is a marvelous way
for students to bond with the greater
Wooster community and enjoy the
many aspects of town that we miss
by staying on campus.
These events resulted in a great
weekend for Wooster students,
whether or not family members were
present. We look forward to next
year's festivities.
Voice editor recounts a
coming out experience
I am the editor in chief of this news-
paper; I've written for it since the sec-
ond week of my sophomore year, and
not once have I openly discussed my
sexual orientation.
To clear up any discrepancies: yep,
lizmiller
I'm gay.
October is
LGBT (lesbian,0. gay, bisexual andtransgender) his--tory month. Also
embracing heterosexu'ality.
Fast-forwa- rd to my junior year,
when I came out to my circle of
friends. It was' pretty casual: "Pass
the salt, oh, and I'm a lesbian." No
fireworks; just words. Now fast-forwa- rd
to that fateful summer, more
than four years ago, when the cat
really came out of the bag. My rela-
tionship with the friends to whom I
came out in my junior year of high
school became strained during that
summer, mostly because they felt I
was spending too much time with my
"gay friends." Everyone needs to find
comfort someplace, and that was
where I found it.
One night, they decided to drive by
an apartment where I was hanging out
and scream homophobic epithets. I was
scared for my safety; I ran as fast and as
hard as I could to my parents' house.
My father, who apparently possesses
some sort of ESP, asked me if I want-
ed to talk about anything. I avoided
him. He then asked me, "Is this because
you think you're a lesbian?"
Oh, shit
I didn't want to have that conversa-
tion with him, but I didn't want to deny
it. Ambivalent as many queer teens are
when someone outs them, I panicked.
We had an awkward conversation,
during which he suggested I go to San
Francisco to live with my cousin. This
would have been completely sweet,
except my cousin is a nun. Needless to
say, my relationship with my father has
been strained since my own coming
out day.
It doesn't have to be like that for
everyone, though. My story, neither
glamorous nor tragic, is a part of the
fabric that makes up a sort of coming-o- ut
quilt. Our stories (as queer people)
are important, and we're telling them
all of the time.
Please, take the time to listen.
Liz is the editor in chief of the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
millerewooster.edu.
The Voice welcomes letters to the editor
"Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C-- 3 187, the Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
...vracrroHn
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October 6
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Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to jhendrickson09wooster.edu
Women's issues need a closer look
Two weekends ago, faculty of the
department of women's studies and
students convened to discuss the
future of women's studies at The
College of Wooster.
The Women's Studies Workshop
studies , and
also rlisrnsspH
many important
f I topics and a
jackiearcy
diverse selection
of readings on
masculinity,
feminism, queer
gender and science.
There are many exciting possibilities
and transforma-
tions within the
program6.. that will...
the program.
During the workshop, faculty and
students discussed revamping the
program by renaming it "Women,
Gender and Sexuality Studies." This
possible change would open up the
program to include many new cours-
es and topics and also more accurate-
ly describing the curriculum included
in current women's studies courses.
Transnational feminism and queer
studies, along with other courses,
may be added to the women's studies
course offering in upcoming years.
Professors from all disciplines are
encouraged to join the women's stud--
"Transnational feminism and queer studies, w'
--
,11 ' at thet toretrbe occurring with- - along with other courses, may be added to the developments
in the next fewW 1 ' . . WAmnn'o.
years.
This
there is a new .
member of the Women's Studies fac
bonds between other groups on
campus concerned with issues of
gender and sexuality, such as the
Women's Resource Center (located
in Lowry across from the Wired
Scot), Allies and Queers, Women of
Images and Dene.
It is important that the department
and these organizations are visible on
this campus through access to
resources, meetings and activism for
all students and faculty.
These changes to the women's
studies program are revolutionary for
both The College of Wooster campus
and colleges all over the country.
The name change
ould put our college.
f refront of
in
j rv . I wwwomen s studies course ottering m upcoming: "r o nationally and not
semester years.VPars i r,eenrmuittj II HliniUI III Lilt,
nature of the pro--
ies program to offer classes taught erram. but also imnrove our starulinw
ulty, Christa Craven, who also works from a feminist perspective. as a college. Supporting women's
in the anthropology department. The nature of the interdisciplinary studies and enhancing the program
With the addition of Professor aspect of the women's studies pro- - are necessary to inform faculty and
Cravenf LindavHultsf the'womenY'' gram does nbt'allow for a'&umimity: students that gen$r.f issues' are
studies chair'and other dedicat-- : ari' Students!many among professors important on this campus. I encour- -
ed professors in a range of depart- - because individuals are housed in dif-- age everyone to take courses in
ments, the women s studies interdis- - ferent areas all over campus. There is women's studies and to participate in
ciplinary programddresses feminist
issues across gender, race, class and
culture.
As a student in this program, I love
the access to different disciplines,
professors and theoretical back-
grounds. There are many positive
aspects of the program, including an
increasing number of cross-liste- d
courses and professors, and I would
like to build upon the strengths of
a pressing need for a physical space in
order to meet, share and convey
information. '
Catherine Grandgeorge '07, a
women's studies major, is creating a
cyber space for women's studies fac-
ulty and students, but the lack of a
physical space hinders the develop-
ment and cohesion of the program.
We are working on finding a space to
gather and hopefully create greater
events and lectures concerning issues
of gender and sexuality.
It is our responsibility as students
to make changes at our college, and
we are fortunate to have the opportu-
nity to see such exciting transforma-
tions within women's studies.
This is Jackie's first editorial for the
Voice. She can be reachedfor comment-a- t
jarcywooster.edu.
Foley case a symptom of GOP troubles
Mark Foley is the central figure in
the latest of a series of scandals to
rock the Republican Party.
First, there was the leaking of an
undercover CIA operative's name for
political revenge.
1 Next were the
charges of corrup-
tion,a taking downTom DeLay (R-T- X)and Bob Ney
(R-O- H), as well as
wJi nparlv inHirtinor
maureenhanlon ,i 6Karl Rove.
Then came the insurgencies in Iraq
and Afghanistan, Cindy Sheehan,
senators running for re-elect- ion
using incompre-
hensible racial
slurs (does any
one even
what macaca
means?) and,
that explains his vote.
When I first heard this, I was dis-
gusted but not really shocked. Sadly,
there are perverts everywhere: in
churches, schools, etc.
Members of Congress are no
exceptions. This isn't even the first
time it has happened with a page,
although all the other relationships
have been consensual.
And that's when I read about how
the Republican House Leadership,
most notably Dennis Hastert, had
known about Mark Foley's problem
for over a year.
Okay, not only k' .own, but investi-
gated the problem, covered up the
"I thought that the party of 'moral leader- -
know ship,' which impeached Bill Clinton for consen
sual sexual behavior with another adult ...
most devastating would maybe at least try to stop someone from
of all, Hurricane n n ,
Katrina. sexually assaulting teenage boys.
Lately, there
has been the mass exodus from any
contact whatsoever with the White
House, just in time for the 2006 elec-
tions.
Yet, of all the scandals and juicy
stories, Mark Foley came as the
greatest personal shock.
In case you have not heard the
bizarre summary of the facts,
here it goes:
Mark Foley, a Republican repre-
sentative from Florida, has been
caught sexually harassing teenage
male pages working in Congress.
A lot of the sexual harassment
went on through instant messages
(beware of the screenname Maf54),
including one time while voting on
H.R. 1559, Emergency War Time
supplemental appropriations. At least
investigation from the lone Democrat
on the House Page Board and then
made Mark Foley the Chairman of
the House Caucus on Missing and
Exploited Children.
"Maureen," you may be saying to
me, "you knew better than this. You
knew not to trust them. You were
raised better-Bu- t,
really, as low as I thought the
Republican leadership in the House
could go, I really didn't think that
allowing someone tQ molest male
teenage interns in the United States
Congress was really an option.
Was I foolishly naive?
Apparently.
Tony Snow, the press secretary for
the White House, referred to the sex-
ual harassment of teenagers as sim
ply "naughty e-ma- ils."
Rush Limbaugh insinuated that
Mark Foley was just "acting how the
Democrats want people to act."
Also, they knew he had a drinking
problem, because the only thing that
could be better than allowing
Congressmen to molest teenagers is
allowing drunk Congressmen to
molest teenagers.
The next excuse will probably be
that Dennis Hastert had failed to act
out of concern that he would be seen
as homophobic.
It's a good thing that that fear did-
n't stop him when he scheduled vote
after vote on laws specifically direct
ed to limit homosex-
ual rights.
I really don't know
why I expected any-
thing different.
This Republican
Party refuses to"
accept blame for any
thing: for failed intel-
ligence in Iraq, for
the mounting debt and for the com-
plete lack of response to Katrina.
But, somehow, I thought that the
party of "moral leadership," which
impeached Bill Clinton for consensu-
al sexual behavior with another
adult and claims it's preventing the
"sexualization of our children" by
limiting the teaching of accurate
information on reproductive health
would maybe at least try to stop
someone from sexually assaulting
teenage boys.
Or, failing that, would at. least
admit that not doing so was wrong.
But, really, when will I learn?
Maureen is a regular contributor to the
Voice. She can be reachedfor comment at
mhanlonOSumstfr.edu. ,
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Looking toward a green future This baby monkey needs a name!
Sustainable building options weighed
Cord Briggs
Voice Staff
Is Wooster going green? Well, the
College is at least moving in that
direction after receiving a $270,000
Environmental Initiative grant from
Illustration by Julia V. Hendrickson.
the Henry Luce Foundation.
The College has used this money to
found the Environmental Action and
Analysis (EAA) program, a campus
group whose goal, according to their
Web site, is to "emphasize participa-
tion, integration and an empirical
approach to problem solving in the
local landscape."
The EAA has thus far focused its
energies in two ways: it has brought in
speakers to an annual symposium ded-
icated toward educating the college
community about environmental
issues and it has sponsored various
student research projects that have
shown an emphasis on the environ-
ment. In addition, the EAA has
spawned a cohesive group of environment-
ally-conscious student leaders,
who work with their faculty advisor,
Professor of Philosophy and
Philosophy Department Chair Dr.
Henry B. Kreuzman, to manage the
EAA's resources. These students are
active in pushing for various new
"green initiatives" across the board.
One of their biggest goals involves
lending an environmental perspective
to new Wooster building projects.
In an hour-lon- g meeting with Dean
of Students Kurt Holmes last
Tuesday, seven of the EAA student
representatives asked some spetific
questions and get some direct answers
about future building projects and
how they and the broader student
community can help make these proj-
ects more environmentally effective.
Specifically, these students were
interested in the possibility of Wooster
funding green building projects.
Green building also called sus-
tainable building, focuses on con-serving'ene- rgy
by making buildings
more efficient in that regard.
Emphasis is placed on the building's
impact on the environment as well as
on human health. In the long, run,
green buildings reduce energy costs,
but in the shQrt run, can be expen-
sive to construct.
Wooster's attitude toward green con-
struction could probably be summed up
in three words: "Do what's practical."
At the meeting, Holmes made clear
that Wooster is not opposed to incor-
porating new building techniques like
water reclamation and solar power,
but the payoffs for such advances are
just too distant to make their imple--
A Tootsie Roll for a hundred pages?
Some of Wooster's traditions explored
Photo by Katherine Tatum.
Eric Daniels-Howe- ll
Voice Staff
The College of Wooster has
enjoyed a strong history of traditions
such as Independent Study are com-
mon knowledge for most students, but
there is a bevy of other customs and
rituals that sometimes fly under the
radar.
One of the biggest traditions sur-
rounds the Kauke Arch. All first-ye- ar
students are asked to stand on the steps
in front of the Arch for their class pic-
ture. Then, with the Scot Pipers in full
swing, they are led through the Arch
and into McGaw Chapel for a greeting
from the President. This ceremony is
repeated four years later, upon gradua-
tion. Seniors are marched through the
Arch and into the Oak Grove for
Commencement.
Not all traditions surrounding
Kauke are academic. One of the
longest-hel- d traditions is the annual
student attempt to fill the Arch with
snow. It is rumored that if the Arch is
completely filled, classes will be can-
celed the following day.
While some traditions are centered
around student involvement,
Wooster has many traditions that are
less known. One of the most preva-
lent though least-ofte- n noticed
lies beneath the students' feet. The
brick pathways that connect much of
the campus have existed for nearly a
century. Some of the oldest bricks
are stamped with the words
"Wooster, Ohio," unlike their newer
counterparts.
Another similar tradition sur-
rounds each student every time he or
she steps outside. Campus trees, an
integral element of the College since
its founding in 1H6, are maintained
through a foundation established by
an anonymous benefactor in 19H7.
This conservation effort is important.
for many of the oldest trees those
in the oak grove, especially out-da- te
the College itself.
Some traditions, like the tree foun-
dation, have a clear point of origin.
For example, in 1983, a registrar
decided to hand out Tootsie Rolls to
all seniors when they submitted their
I.S.' projects. The Tootsie Rolls have
since become an integral part of
Independent Study.
,
Another tradition with a concrete
history is the Wooster rock. Donated
by the Class of 1874, the rock has
become inextricably tied to College his-
tory. Originally located near Old Main,
the central building on campus before
it was destroyed in a fire in the autumn
of 1901, the rock was a mainstay for 70
years. In 1970, campus officials noticed
the rock was sinking into the ground,
so it was moved to its present location
next to McGaw Chapel.
The College of Wooster is uniquely
steeped in tradition. While some date
back to the 19th century, new tradi-
tions are formed every year. Some
stand the test of time and outlive
those who established them. Others
last for a few years, only to fade at
graduations. Whatever the case, tradi
tion continues to play a major role in
campus life.
Soup and Prom is a breadwinner
M
y? n
x
The theme for the Soup and Bread program on. Tuesday,
Sept. 26 was Soup and Prom. Students flocked to
Kittredge Dining Hall dressed to the nines to fight world
hunger. Here, Prom King Matthew William Fuller '09
dances with Queen Kelly Patton '08. At last count, Soup
and Bread had raised $3163.50 this year (Photo by Karin
Johnson).
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The baby monkey born over the summer into the
Psychology Department's capuchin colony, pictured
above, has grown independent enough for researchers to
determine the gender. He's a boy, the son of Riley and
Alex, and the Psychology Department is currently holding
a campus-wid- e contest to name him. All submissions are
due next Friday, Oct. 13 and should be e-mai- led to Head
Caretaker Leah Michelson '09 at Imichelson08woost-er.ed-u
(Photo courtesy Leah Michelson).
mentation feasible at this time.
The College is interested, however,
in using green building concepts to
make buildings more efficient, if there
is a more immediate payoff. The pro-
posed Gault Manor is an excellent
example of this philosophy. While not
conspicuously green in its design, it
will be very energy-efficie- nt, holding
heat extremely well. Such advances
benefit the environment and con
tribute to a lower heating bill.
The challenge presented to the
EAA and other environmentally-consciou- s
Wooster students is to-sho- w the
College administration and the Bdard
of Trustees that green building prac
tices are efficient and that they have
Taylor Swope
Voice Staff
c
College life at Wooster can be diffi-
cult. There are papers, tests, home-
work and activities both on campus
and in the Wooster community. There
is also the highly-anticipat- ed Senior
Independent Study project to keep
students on their toes. Imagine deal-
ing with depression or bipolar disor-
der on top of a rigorous Wooster edu-
cation.
Thankfully, students who deal with
these illnesses no longer have to deal
with them alone. The Longbrake
Student Wellness Center announced
last week that the Depression
Support Group is returning this
year. This group is a weekly oppor- -
immediate tangible benefits.
This may be a difficult process, but
with energy costs rising and green
building becoming more and more com-
mon throughout the world, it is one
that is becoming increasingly possible.
With large construction projects
approaching, such as the building of
an additional student dormitory and a
new physical education center, the
EAA will be increasingly active in
trying to generate support and
increase knowledge about the impor-
tance and viability of green building.
However, as Holmes said about future
green building ideas, "Idealism, must
be tempered by what can be realisti-
cally pulled off."
Longbrake Depression
Support Group is back
They should know that it's not about
being weak or not trying hard enough
to.eel good," Malmon-Ber- g said.
The Depression Support Group
rneets" weekly on Monday evenings
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at the Longbrake
Student Wellness Center.
Malmon-Ber- g encourages students
to attend one session and see if they
feel better knowing they have a strong
support system.
Students do not have to share any-
thing about their own struggles in the
group if they do not feel comfortable;
they can simply listen to their peers'
concerns.
"People who are depressed expend
an unbelievable amount of energy
trying to hide it ... Imagine coming to
a place where you can talk openly
with your peers and it's okay to
"People who are depressed expend an unbeliev-
able amount of energy trying to hide it ... .
Imagine coming to a place where you can talk
openly with your peers and it's okay to express
anger, confusion or even cry, knowing your fel-
low students will tell you what you're feeling is
okay."
Dr. Mike Malmon-Ber- g
Clinical Psychologist at Longbrake Wellness Center
tunity for students to discuss issues
in a safe, supportive and confidential --
environment with peers who are
experiencing similar concerns.
The statistics about depression in
college-ag- e students are sobering.
According to the American College
Health Association, over 10 percent of
students said they felt hopeless at least
nine to 10 times over the course of
any given semester.
Last year, depression was ranked
fourth among the top 10 health prob-
lems in college. Health concerns that
precede depression include back pain,
allergies and sinus infections.
Dr. Mike Malmon-Ber- g, a clinical
psychologist at Wooster, emphasized
the importance of taking these statis-
tics seriously.
He said the most important thing
for people to understand is that
depression is an illness that can be
treated, like allergies or a sinus
infection.
"When people are depressed, it's
hard for them to see it as an illness.
express anger, confusion or even cry,
knowing your fellow students will
tell you what you're feeling is okay,"
he said.
Malmon-Ber- g also stressed the
importance of individual counseling
in addition to group therapy. Each
session can help someone feel
healthier and more able to cope with
his or her illness.
The Depression Support Group is
available to anyone who suffers from
depression, bipolar disorder or has
exhibited symptoms of either.
Students should know that they are
-- entering an intimate setting where
confidentiality is the number-on-e rule.
The most important thing about this
group is that it's a place for students to
gather and talk with those who share
their experiences.
Depression can be a lonely experi-
ence, but this group is a strong
reminder that it doesn't have to be;
there are people at Wooster who
understand and are on their own paths
toward recovery.
From left: Joel Keelor '08, Nick Weida "08, Natalie Gertz "08
Kelly Knapp '08 and Erin Fortin '08 play with Rocko (Photo
by Karin Johnson).
is typically The Troyer House program members sit on their-th- e
catch-a- il front steps with service-dog-in-traini- ng Rocko
term for any (Photo by Karin Johnson)
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helps a person who is either physical-
ly or mentally disabled. There are
numerous categories of service dogs,
ranging from those who help a per-
son with mobility to those that are
trained to respond to a person's
seizures.
As Ross Stevenson '08 pointed out,
the Troyer House program serves
both the Wooster community and
campus "by increasing awareness of
the role that service dogs play in peo-
ple's lives."
"Everyone keeps asking us if
Rocko is going to be a seeing-ey- e
dog," he said, "and each time we
explain that there are many more
services that these dogs can be
trained to provide."
Five-month--old Rocko is currently'
in his Second level of training and
according to Joel Keelor '08, he will
most likely aid a person, who is either
physically disabled or exhibiting audi-
tory problems that make it difficult to
maintain independence!.
While living in a house and having
a puppy to play with may seem like the
best residential option on campus,
those living in the house want to
.assure their peers that it is far from all
play and no work.
"Rocko is a mixed blessing," said
Keelor. "Like any clog, or even little
sibling for that matter, he is always
starved for attention and always seems
to demand it most when you need to
do your work, lie's a nice distraction,
but only for so long.''
Other frustrations from housemates
are the late-nig- ht walks and the clean-
up that comes along with them.
Recently of concern is Rocko's inabil-
ity or unwillingness to "go number
section editor:
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Troyer House shares ups and downs of raising a puppy
Jennifer Metzger
Voice Staff
Since the 1970s, program houses
have been available to groups of stu
dents on The College of Wooster
campus who share a common interest.
This unique residential experience
often includes a service aspect, such as
volunteering for a local agency or may
be designed to offer programs that
will educate the community about a
specific topic or issue.
This year, the residents of
Troyer House, located at 822 Beall
Ave., have designed a one-of-a-ki- nd
program that includes
"Rocko," the house's black
Labrador being trained as a serv-
ice dog.
Rocko was bred specifically for his
docility and numerous physical char-
acteristics, such as strong hips and
legs. He came to Troyer House
through Susquehanna Service Dogs in
Harrisburg, Pa
Nick Weida '08, who organized the
proposal for the program, has been
helping train service dogs for the
past six years through the
Susquehanna center. Other house-
mates and he had the idea for a long
time, and were thrilled to see it come
to fruition.
"We knew that it would be a lot of
hard work, but that that work would
also be really rewarding," Weida
Tfl
v
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said. "The
vast majority
of our time
is invested
with the
that we
will ' be
timpacting
one person's
life dramati-
cally through
the training
of their
service dog."
The term
"sprvirp Ancr"
two," which has housemates wonder- -,
ing what he may have been eating.
Despite the amount of work it
takes, residents of. Troyer House
agree that raising a puppy specifically
as a service dog is one of the most
rewarding experiences they could
have asked for.
Weida emphasized that this pro-
gram embodies what program houses
are for. The mission of ResLife, "to
foster individual development and
evoke responsibility within the cam-
pus community by providing opportu-
nities for meaningful interaction and
perspective-taking- ," is, in his opinion,
certainly being fulfilled and fostered
through this enriching program expe-
rience and group effort.
According to Keelor, if nothing
else, "Rocko fertilizes the ground."
RESIDENTS OF THE
WEEK .
For the week of Oct. 2
Babcock Hall: Matthew
McNaughton
Program Houses: Matthew Kirk
Luce Hall: Emyli Wilson and
Kyle Closen
Andrews Hall: Lauren
Washington
Holden HallHolden Annex:
Eric Larson
Kenarden Lodge: Von
Chorbajian
Babcock Hall: Ryan LeBlanc
Identity thieves exploit cyberspace and credit cards
Technology-depende-nt college students are usually at a higher risk
Bryan Story
Voice Staff
.
Identity theft is the fastest-growi- ng
crime in the United States. More than
nine million cases of identity theft
have been reported and that number is
rapidly growing.
We've all heard of this modern
'trend in corruption, but how exactly
do these thieves
operate? And more
importantly, what
can we do to stop
them?
According to
Lucy Duni, Dir-
ector of Consumer
Information for
TrueCredit, an
agency that pro
vides credit
reports, there are
several different
methods a thief
may employ to get
someone's personal
information.
"One of the most
common ways a
thief can gain
information is thel
theft of a purse or wallet that might
contain a Social Security Number,
credit cards or other information,"
Duni said.
Thieves also may rob unlocked mail-
boxes, swipe credit cards' into
machines that store the information
on them or even "dumpster dive" for
receipts, billing statements or other
documents containing personal infor-matio- n.
' '
,
Another common tactic employed
by ID thieves is known as "phishing."
In this scam, the victim will receive an
e-m-ail that appears to be from a legit-
imate company urgently asking for
personal information. The thief will
then either sell or use this information
From the Wooster Web site:
Lost or stolen COW cards should be reported imme-
diately to the Keys and IDs Office in person or by phone
(ext. 2564) during business hours.
After hours, Campus Security should be contacted
(ext. 2590).
The sooner a lost or stolen card is reported, the less
liability there will be for unauthorized charges.
The cardholder is responsible for purchases made
and debited to the account prior to notification of the
Keys and IDs Office or Safety and Security.
to uncover and exploit a person's cred-
it and identity.
Phishing as well as computer virus-
es and spyware have contributed in
recent years to a huge increase in iden-
tity theft. According to Duni,
"Students are so much more techno
Cartoon by David'Duncan and Carson Carey.
logically savvy" that they are at a
greater risk than most. The College of
Wooster Investigations Supervisor
Tom Harland agrees, stating that cell
phone and Internet usage increase
young people's exposure to scams and
hacking programs.
Harland described the situation best
by saying, "If someone really wants to
get the information, there are ways."
However, there are also several things
iyou can do to
help protect
yourself from
being a victim
of this popu
lar crime.
Prevention
measures
described by
both Duni and
Harland
include not
carrying your
SocialSecurity
Number with
you, never
giving out
information,
over the
phone or via
.
e-m- ail, only
making online purchases with rep-
utable companies and shredding docu-
ments containing personal informa-
tion, receipts and credit card offers.
"The most important thing is that
students are checking their credit,"
Duni asserted.
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This can be done through one of
the three major credit rcorting com-
panies, TransUnion, Kquif'ax and
Experion or through free credit report
sites provided by the Federal Trade
Commission's Web site.
While these practices significantly
reduce your chances of becoming a
victim of identity fraud, they do not
guarantee that your information can-
not he stolen.
For this reason, it is important that
students keep t lose track of their
credit history and watch for signs of
fraudulent activity. Kven when
accounts are closely monitored, it usu-
ally takes .SO to (id days lu-lor- c a person
is aware that his information has been
used illegally.
If you happen to notice any fraudu-
lent ac tivity or are aware that you
have been a victim of identity theft,
these three credit companies work
together with their Fraud Alert pro-
grams and can help put a stop to any
illegal activity.
It is also important to contact your
local police if you are a victim. In
;2(H.r, (il M icent of fraud cases that
were reported to the FTC were never
rcortcd to police, severely limiting
the amount of legal action that could
he taken in these cases.
"It is very important that victims
J 5..r.
Bart Yeager '07 uses his COW card's debit function to pur-
chase a snack from one of the vending machines near Mom's
(Photo by Karin Johnson).
contact the police so that we can figure
out patterns in these crimes," says
Harland, who also stated that
although an instance of identity theft
For more information on
how to protect yourself
from identity theft,
check out these Web
sites:
www.TrueCredit.com
www.Equifax.com
www.TransUnion.com
www.Experion.com
www.ftc.goy
has never Ihcii reorted to him at
Wooster, his office is "well equipped to
get the process going" with identity
recovery and Mlice investigation.
The most important thing that stu-
dents can do to avoid becoming, a vic-
tim of identity theft is to pay atten-
tion. Keep an eye on your financial
accounts, as well as where you store
your personal information, to whom
you give information and the informa-
tion in your credit report.
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Author David Ebenbach visited the
Wooster campus on Wednesday to talk
to aspiring writers and give a reading
from his award-winni- ng collection of
short stories enti-
tled "Between
Camelots."
This collection
has won him the
2006 Great . LakesColleges
Associate's New
Writer Award and"
the' 2005 Drue'
Heinz Literature
Award.
Despite winning
the
.
New Writer
Award, Ebenbach
is hardly new to
writing. He wrote
his first novel
about Smurfs at the
young
Connections are hard to make and
Ebenbach explores that theme and the
phenomenon of how people continue
to . reach out and forge relationships
despite being hurt.
In the story, Ebenbach's main char-
acter is an outsider at a backyard bar--
is
-- , .
"1 -
beque, waiting to meet a blind date a
friend has set him up with. His mys-
tery date stands him up, but he
encounters an uninvited party guest
who describes relationships as moving
"from Camelot to Camelot."
Essentially, relationships move up and
down like roller coasters, and things
that seem perfect inevitably change
just like the city of Camelot which was
eventually destroyed. Having brief
and impersonal encounters takes such
heartache from relationships. Despite
the advice this character gives,
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Two theatre majors present IS. recitals, identify gender
'
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Welsh-Phillip- s and Hopper rehearse a scene from
"Oleanna" (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Rachel Grinnan
Voice Staff
The College ' of Wooster's
Department of Theatre presented
"Breaking the Mold Inside Out" last
Friday and Saturday at Shoolroy
Theatre in Freedlander Theatre.
Kieran Welsh-Philli- ps '07 and Rachel
Fichter '07 presented these acting
recitals as part of the requirements to
fulfill their Senior Independent
Studies.
The actors were under the stage
management of Courtney Cooke '07
and Shirley Huston-Findle- y, assistant
professor of theatre.
Fichter and Welsh-Philli- ps decided
to collaborate their recitals because,
according to Welsh-Phillip- s, "Shirley
is faculty advisor to each of us, she
knew that we were working on gen
der-relat-
ed projects and suggested
that we try working together."
For her perfomance, Welsh-Philli- ps
chose two monologues that were writ-
ten more than a century apart, yet
deal with similar gender issues.
Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll House" was
written in 1879, and the scene she
decided to perform was the ending, in
which the main character's husband
(Alex Gauvin '08) discovers she is
about to leave him and their family in
order to find out her true identity as a
woman on her own.
The other performance, from
"Oleanna," was written by David
Mamet in 1992. According to Welsh-Phillip- s,
"Even though these plays
were written over a century apart,
these characters are still facing the
same issues with gender and power as
they are today." Accompanying her in
"Oleanna" was Clay Hopper, visiting
assistant professor of theatre.
Fitcher, a double major in English
and theatre, studied the work , of
Judith Butler. Her goal was "gender
performactivity, to show how things
are being performed," she said.
"Acting can just be acting. I am trying
to make a practical point."
She chose to perform three shorter
monologues that represent this theo-
ry. In "Ghost" by Henrik Ibsen, she
played Regina, who discovers she had
Author discusses "Between Camelots"
Ebenbach encourages the effort people
make to continue forming connections.
His stories deal with moments that life
presents and the impacts that singular
moments can have on the course of
events.
Ebenbach had plenty of advice to
offer hopeful writ-
ers. He empha-
sized how study-
ing a subject other
than writing in
school was a good
thing for him.
"There is some-
thing to be said for
having
.
another
experience in your
life," he explained.
Focusing on
writing is a good
thing; however,
avoid becoming
too academic or
the writing loses
the emotional
age of Author David Ebenbach visited campus on Wednesday drive- - Writers
eight. Ebenbach
had
.
no formal
(Photo by Karin Johnson).
training as a writer. He gained a
degree in psychology from Oberlin
College and his doctorate in psycholo-
gy from the University of Wisconsin.
He read the title story from
"Between Camelots," which highlight-
ed the connecting theme of the compi-
lation, debating whether to form rela-
tionships or not, at the risk of hurting
yourself. The reading touched on the
feeling that everyone has felt: do you
put yourself out there and expose
yourself to something new or do you
close up and accept things as they are?
should "not be
fully . trained," he
added.
Ebenbach encouraged those in
attendance to continue to read, even
"sometimes reading the worst book
you can find, because it can inspire you
and show you what not to do," and
"write, write everything."
"Between Camelots" is not autobio-
graphical pieces of writing for
Ebenbach. Many of the feelings
reflected in the stories were felt by
Ebenbach at one point in his life but
not in any of the experiences he pres-
ents in the book.
MOCA opens season with recent grad and Polaroids
Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) introduced exhibits by artists Dana Schutz and Catherine Opie
Julia Hendrickson
Voice Staff
Last weekend, MOCA Cleveland
opened its fall season with a huge
celebration complete with music, an
open bar and an arresting display of
artistic innovation and creativity.
Headlining the show was the
"Paintings 2002-2006- " series by
Cleveland Institute of Art graduate
Dana Schutz, a highly imaginative
painter who is clearly influenced by
German Expressionists, and whose
large, vividly bright canvases deal
with political, cannibalistic and vari-
ous other self-reflecti- ve themes.
Ohio-bor- n, Califo'rnia-base- d pho-
tographer Catherine Opie showed
two series of photographs, "1999,"
a documentation of the artist's road
trip across the United States, and
"In and Around the Home," an iron-
ic combination of Opie's family and
neighbors paired with Polaroids of
famous people on TV. The next
opening and new exhibit at the
MOCA will be on Jan. 26, 2007.
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Photo by Julia Hendrickson.
been lied to by the family that raised
her. Opposite her were Sarah Engdahl
,'08 and Nick Weiss '09.
In Top Girls" by Caryl Churchill,
Fichter plays a character who, after
working in middle management for
over 21 years, is tired of her job and
looking to leave. This and each other
piece chosen by Fichter and Welsh-Philli- ps
focuses on gender issues and
how they continue to be prevalent in
today's society,
MUSIC
The final monologue was from
William Shakespeare's "As You Like
It." In theater of Shakespeare's era,
men would dress up as women in pro-
ductions. In this Shakespearean come-
dy, a woman dressed as man plays the
role of a man. Sarah Kenney '07
played the character Orlando.
Others involved in the production
were Vicki Horning of the theatre
department, Rachael Feola '08, Myron
Elliott '07 and JaQuan Bryant '08.
"Oleanna" and the other theatric performances explored
issues of gender (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
This fall brought many mainstream pop albums to the airwaves.
(Think Jessica Simpson, Justin Timberlake and Fergie). As we
make our way into October and November, however, there are
new indie rock, hip hop and rap albums to go crazy about.
"Public Warning" Lady Sovereign
,
One of the most buzzed-abo- ut albums is Lady Sovereign's "Public
Warning,
,
which hits the stores this month.. Straight from England,
this pint-size- d 20-year-- old hip hop act was recently signed to Def Jam
Records. Her style differs from American hip-ho-p, and listeners seem to
either enjoy Lady Sov or extremely dislike her sound, which is indicat-
ed by the title of her first U.S. single, "Love Me or Hate Me." Lady Sov
is ideal to crank up at parties because her music combines British hip-h-op
similar to The Streets or M.I.A. with background beats that would
make Missy Elliot proud. Download "Random" from her CD "Vertically
Challenged" and "Love Me or Hate Me" from her latest album.
"Shine On" Jet
Another highly anticipated CD is from the Australian quartet we
know as Jet. "Shine On" was released on Wednesday, and they continue
to combine rock similar to Oasis and the Beatles. Their 2003 "Get
Born" was a giant success, and "Shine On" should be another hit for
their list.
"Sam's Town" The Killers
The Killers also put out another album on Wednesday called "Sam's
Town." On their latest, expect a dance rock sound.
"The Devil's Advocate" The Game
Looking ahead, The Game will release "The Devil's Advocate" on
Nov. 7. This one is sure to be a crowd-please- r. Similar to his previous
CD "The Documentary," The Game produces club-friend- ly songs with
help from his friend Kanye West and his mentor, Dr. Dre.
Tracks to Download:
"The Queen and I" Gym Class Heroes
"Just Drums" Tapes "n Tapes
"Here It Goes Again" Ok Go
"Don't Feel Right" The Roots
Student bands hit the stage
Oct. 6
8-- 11 p.m.
Student bands including Lesser
Panda, The Cherry Flavored Elevator
and High Tide Mirage will perform
on the Kenarden Lodge patio tonight.
Sponsored by Late Night Activities,
there will also be face painting, pump-
kin painting and bobbing for apples.
Doughnuts, waffles and hot cider will .
be provided.
Azimuth presentation
Morgan Hall 307
Oct. 9
7 p.m.
Each year, Azimuth provides passion-
ate students with the opportunity to
explore an interest beyond the scope of
their academic studies. Waheguru
Khalsa '07 will share his experience
studying Aikido in Chicago and Sarah
Lloyd '07 will sKak alxnit her theater
experience in Massachusetts.
Comedian K.T. Tatara
The Underground
Oct. 9
10 p.m.
Los Angeles-base- d comedian K.T.
Tatara was one of the youngest semi-finali- sts
in Comedy Central's Laught
Riots Stand Up Competition in 2003,
and in 2004 he co-headli- ned the New
Generation of Comedy Tour. This
event is brought to the campus com-
munity by Wooster Activities Crew
(WAC).
Art Exhibition
Ebert Art Center
Nov. 7 -- Dec. 15
Entitled convergence2006, this annu-
al exhibit will show 30 works by
artists residing within a 60-mi- le
radius of Wooster. Donna Self from
the Knoxville Museum of Art in
Knoxville, Tenn", is curator of the
exhibit.
Section Editors:
Chris Sweeney
Nicholas Holt
Wittenberg
continued from p. 1
After each team recorded a three-and-o- ut
the Scots put together a drive
of their own, marching 51 yards on five
plays. The drive was capped off when
Justin Shafer '07 bootlegged left and
found Ben Shrock "08 in the end zone
for a 10-ya-rd touchdown pass. The
extra point by Andrew Milligan '08 was
good, giving the Scots a 7-- 3 lead with
1 :07 remaining in the first quarter.
The second quarter belonged to
Wittenberg as the Tigers rattled off 14
unanswered points. The Scots began
the their first drive of the quarter in
Tiger territory but Milligan sent a 87-ya- rd
field goal wide left.
Then the mistakes started for the
Scots. Wooster gave the Tigers new life
when they were called for roughing the
kicker after the Tigers badly missed a
36-ya- rd attempt. Three plays later
Murray punched it in from one yard
out. The extra point was good, giving
the Tigers a 10-- 7 lead.
Things only got worse for the Scots
on the next drive, when Shafer was
intercepted trying to throw the ball
away underhanded. The Tigers capital-
ized on Wooster's mistake, as Murray
scored again on a 23-ya- rd catch, giving
Witt a 17-- 7 lead at the half
The Scots regained control in the
third. A trick pass from Dustin
Sheppard '09 to Shafer helped the Scots
Scots still in
X -
J l- - --)
I.
Justin Schafer '07 scrambles around, looking to thwart three
Wjtenberg defenders for a big gain (Photo by Mac Buehler).
regain momentum during a drive that
ended in a 23-ya- rd touchdown strike
from Shafer to Shawn Swearingen '07.
The extra point cut the lead to 17-1- 4.
The Scots struck again two minutes
and nine seconds later. Gertz caught a
short pass on third-and-ni- ne, turned the
corner, got a great block from Greg
Peltz '07, and took it down the sideline
for a 55-ya- rd touchdown giving the
Scots a 21-- 17 lead.
NCAC tournament hunt
Erin Schaffner '07 spikes the ball during the game against
Kenyon. Schaffner had 18 kills and an outstanding .455 hit-
ting percentage, leading the team to a key conference victo-
ry. The win puts Wooster at 9-- 9 (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Carson Carey
Voice Staff
The Fighting Scots volleyball
team split a pair of matches last
week, losing in four sets Friday at
Denison (4--3, 9-- 8), and then taking a
match in four sets Saturday after-
noon at home against Kenyon.
The loss at Denison dropped the
team's NCAC league record to 4-- 3
and their overall record td 8-- 9. After
a close first set, decided by only two
shatters Scot dream of
(V
jr.
points, Wooster took the second set
31-- 29 to even things up. However,
the Denison Big Red took control
after that, convincingly taking the
final two sets to win the match 30-2- 8,
29-3- 1, 30-2-3, 30-2- 2.
KateLynn Riley '10 had a big
match for the Scots, smashing a
career-hig- h 21 kills to go along with
14 digs, two assisted blocks and a
.280 hitting percentage.
Megan Earle '09 added 1 1 kills and
1 1 digs, Erin Schaffner '07 recorded
Fall NCAC Standings
It looked like the Scots had the game
in hand as they were again driving deep
into Witt territory, but Sheppard fum-
bled at Wittenberg's 25 with 7:05
remaining to set up Wittenberg's game-winni- ng
drive.
An area of concern for the Scots was
their inability to run the football. After
two consecutive 230-pl- us yard games,
the Scots were out-rush- ed by
Wittenberg 142-6- 2. Because of the
15 kills, one solo and four assisted
blocks and Ashley Quisenberry '07
contributed three solo blocks, two
assisted blocks and 12 kills.
Setter Abbie Casey '09 dished out
54 assists and libero Ali Drushal '09
recorded a game-hig- h 39 digs.
On Saturday the Scots fared better,
taking advantage of a struggling
Kenyon (3-1- 3, 1- -5) team, currently
sitting on the bottom of the NCAC
standings.
The team used a balanced offensive
attack in ' defeating the Ladies --of
Kenyon, witffifour players recording
at least 15 kills, winning by scores of
30-1- 5, 30-2-6, 26-3-0 and 30-2-3.
The Scots came out firing, dou-
bling up the Ladies in the first set
30-1- 5. Kenyon was then able to pull
things together, building an 18-- 17
second set lead before Wooster won
consecutive points to take a 19-- 18
advantage. The Scots finished strong
throughout the rest of the way to
win the set 30-2-6.
The Ladies of Kenyon continued
to improve in the third set, forging a
19-- 12 lead halfway through the
match and withstanding the Scot
effort to cut into the lead, taking the
set 30-2- 6. Wooster then took control
in the fourth and final set, jumping
out to a 13-- 9 lead and playing steady
the rest of the way for a 30-2-3 win to
take the match in four sets.
Schaffner led the Scots offense
with 18 kills and an outstanding .455
hitting percentage. Earle recorded
16 kills, 13 digs and two service aces,
Riley added 15 kills and seven digs
and Quisenberry had 15 kills, 18 digs
and was once again strong at the net,
with two solo and two assisted
blocks.
Casey delivered 52 assists and
added two service aces, while
Drushal contributed 45 digs and four
service aces for the Scots.
The volleyball team now holds an
NCAC record of 5-- 3 and a 9-- 9 record
overall. They play again tonight in
the Carnegie Mellon tournament in
Pittsburgh, Pa., where they will play
a total of four games tonight and
Saturday.
The Scots will continue their
NCAC play on Wednesday, taking on
Oberlin at 7 p.m. in Timken gym.
Mens Soccer Volleyball I I football
'
1. ) Denison (2-0-0X5-3- -1) 1.) Wittenberg (8-0X17-- 5) l.)Wab$h (2-0X3-- 1)
2. ) Ohio Wesleyan (1-0-1X7-- 0-2) 2.) Hiram (7-1X- 18 2) 2.) Allegheny (1-0X3-- 1)
Wooster (1-0-1X7-1- -1) 3.) Ohio Wesleyan (5-3X14- -4) Kenyon (1-0X2-- 2)
Oberlin (1-0-1X4-- 2-4) Wooster (5-3X9-- 9) Oberlin (1-0X2-- 2)
5.)Hiram(l-l-OX8'2-0- ) 5.) Denison (4-3X9-- 8) Wittenberg (1-0X2-- 2)
Allegheny (1-1-0X7-- 1-2) 6.) Allegheny (3-4X6-- 9) 6.) Wooster (0-1X3-- 1)
7.) Wittenberg (0-1-1X4-5- -2) 7.) Earlham (3-5X10- -6) , Earlham (0-1X2-- 2)
Kenyon (0-1-1X2-4- -2) 8.) Oberlin (0-5X3-- 9) Denison (0-1X0-- 4)
Wabash (0-I-1XI-- 8-I) Kenyon (0-4X2-- 12) Hiram (0-1X0-- 4)
10.) Earlham (0-2-0X5-5- -0) ' "As of Sept. 30 10.) Ohio Wesleyan (0-2X0-- 5)
'As of Sept. 30 'As of Sept. 30
Womeiu Soccer Field Hockey Standings Key
1. ) Wooster (2-0-0X9-3- -0) 1.) Wooster (60X8-2-0- )
2. ) Kenyon (1-0-0X7-2- -0) 2.) Wittenberg (5-1-0X7-3- -0) Ieam Name (NCAC RecordXOverall Record)
J.) Earlham (1-1-0X6-- 4-0) 3.) Kenyon (3-3-0X7-4- -0)
4.) Denison (0-0-0X8-1- -0) 4.) Denison (2-3-0X3-6- -0) For Poll:
Wittenberg (0-0-0X6-2- -0) 5.) Oberlin (2-4-0X4-- 5-0) Team Name (Record) (1 Votes) Total Votes (Last
Oberlin (0-0-0X4-5- -1) b.) Ohio Wesleyan (1-3-0X2-- 4-0) week's Rank)
7. ) Allegheny (0-1-0X6-- 4-0) 7.) Earlham (0-4-0X2-7- -0)
8. ) Ohio Wesleyan (0-1-0X4-3- -3)
J.)Hiram(0-l-0Xl-81- ) 'As of Sept. 30
'Standings are according to Northcoast.org, the
'As of Sept. 30 "Hiram A. Allegheny do not play Field Hockey NCAC Web site.
perfection
Scots' anemic rushing attack,
Wittenberg controlled the time of pos-
session.
.
.
However, the Scots also were impres-
sive in some areas. After mediocre out-
ings in the first three games, the passing
game came to life as Wooster rolled up
215 yards through the air. Shafer led the
team by totaling 200 yards passing and
three touchdowns with one intercep-
tion. Shafer did a terrific job spreading
the ball around, completing passes to
six different receivers. Swearingen led
all receivers with four catches for 68
yards.
On defense, Josh Feesler '07 had a ter-
rific day, registering nine tackles and
batting down two key passes. Another
bright spot was punter Kevin Friedman
'09 who gave the Scots the edge in field
position by dropping two punts inside
Wittenberg's five-ya-rd line.
The loss put the Scots at the bottom
of the NCAC but Gertz has not taken
his sights off the NCAC title. "One set-
back is not going to be the determinate
to our entire season. The loss can add
fuel to the fire," said Gertz. "It'll help to
keep the intensity up and we know that
we have to win out if we want a shot at
the playoffs."
The Scots look to get back on track
as they journey to take on Ohio
Wesleyan (0-- 5, 0--2) tomorrow. The
Bishops are a much better team than
their record indicates. They have had a
tough schedule thus far with three of
their losses being by two points or less.
My pointless
Trying to make predictions after
week four is only slightly less ridiculous
than trying to make predictions before
the season even starts. In fact, after see-
ing the success that Lee Corso, Kirk
Herbstreit and the other 2,428 ESPN
analysts had at pre-
dicting college foot-
ball outcomes, I'm
beginning to think
they might
.
Lave
more success
andrewvogel throwing darts at a
board. Yet (in a cou
ple of paragraphs) I will attempt to
give you inside knowledge abouf who
will really win the conference titles and
what teams will still be in the hunt for
the National Championship game in
December. How did I come to these
conclusions? Not by a complicated BCS
formula, not by what the experts say in
Sports Illustrated, not even by common
sense logic because I knew all three
of these scenarios were bound to fail.
Instead, I flipped a quarter more than a
few times.
The consensus number-on- e team
after the first four weeks of the season
is Ohio State. Powered by the electric
foursome of Troy Smith, Antonio
Pittman, Ted Ginn and Anthony
Gonzalez, the Buckeyes could probably
play a couple of NFL games and still
fare better than the Cleveland Browns.
With the team's impressive victory
over Iowa this week and a fairly light
schedule the rest of the way, it's now
pretty much a given that the Bucks will
be undefeated when Michigan comes to
the Shoe on Nov. 18. Speaking of Big
Blue, all of those cynics who were call-
ing for Lloyd Carr's pink slip have sud-
denly gotten very quiet. Perhaps the
only thing standing between Troy
Smith and the BCS National
Championship game is Michigan's
defense, which effectively assaulted
Brady Quinn in their upset of then second-
-ranked Notre Dame. Imagine the
rivalry game with a ticket to the BCS
National Title game on the line. On
paper, the Bucks have the advantage,
but Michigan has already surprised one
shoo-i- n BCS title contender.
Moving west, it looks like this will be
the first time in four years in which the
Big 12 will not have a representative in
the BCS title game, seeing that Texas
and Oklahoma didn't make it out of
September without a loss. Look for
Texas to regroup and beat Oklahoma
this Saturday in the Red River Shootout
and win the Big 12 South. Nebraska has
the best chance to win the Big 12
North, but whoever wins that half of
the Big 12 is kind of irrelevant, seeing
as Texas will stomp on the North win-
ner in the Big 12 Championship.
Moving out to the Pacific, USC, even
with all the losses to the NFL Draft
and the Reggie Bush sanctions, has
proven to us what we already know:
they're still the only dominant team
around in the Pac 10. California had
looked like it was ready to challenge
USC, then fell flat in the first week
Friday,
October 6
as: m
Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt and Andrew
Vogel pick the biggest college and pro
games of the week. Feel free to contact
them at voicesportsuooster.edu.
C Chris, N Nick, A Andrew
All Everyone
Standings
Nick 60-2- 6 (.698)
Andrew 57-2- 9 (.663)
Chris 56-- 30 (.651)
Last Week
Andrew 18--8
Nick 15-- 6
Chris 15-- 6
, .
College Games
(C, A) 9 LSU at 5 Florida (N)
(All) 7 Texas at 14 Oklahoma
(C, N) 13 Tenn. at 10 Georgia (A)
(C, N) 1 1 Oregon at 1 6 Cal. (A)
(All)15Clemsonat Wake
(C, A) 22 Nebraska at Iowa State (N)
(C, A) 23 Miss, at Texas Tech (N)
NFL Games
(N) Buffalo at Chicago (C, A)
Cleveland at Carolina (All)
Detroit at Minnesota (All)
Miami at New England (All)
(All) St. Louis at G.B.
Tampa Bay. at N O. (All)
Tenn. at Indianapolis (All) . ,
(C, N) Wash, at N.Y. Giants (A)
(C, N) Kansas City at Ari. (A)
N.YJ. at Jacksonville (All)
Oakland at San Fran. (All)
Dallas at Phil. (All)
(A) Pittsburgh at San Diego (C, N)
(C, N) Baltimore at Denver (A)
predictions
against Tennessee.
While Cal. isn't as bad as it looked
against Tennessee, it's not nearly as
good as Pete Carroll's bunch. USC will
march right through its first 10 games,
but then lose in a grudge match to the
Irish, who are still peeved that they lost
the best game of last year.
Meanwhile, the SEC continues to
prove why it's without a doubt the
nation's strongest conference. Auburn,
LSU, Florida, Georgia and Tennessee
would all be conference champions in
the Big East or ACC After a hard-foug-ht
win over LSU, Auburn is in a
fairly good position to get some pay-
back for its title game snub" two years
ago. To do that, they'll need to beat
Florida and Georgia in the regular sea-
son and then beat one of the two again
in the SEC Championship game. That's
a big "if."
In the SEC East, Steve Spurrier is
learning that the "Fun 'n' Gun" isn't as
fun in Columbia as it was in
Gainesville. South Carolina looked
dreadful at home against Georgia.
Sidney Rice is arguably one of the best
playmakers in the nation, but other
than Rice, Spurrier simply can't attract
the same talent to the other USC that
he could at Florida. Spurrier will be
lucky if his team wins half of their
SEC contests. Florida has a better team
than Georgia this year, but also has a
murderous schedule. Look for Florida
to finally regain its spot in the SEC
Championship Game, a place it hasn't
been in six years.
The ACC is perhaps the biggest mys-
tery in college football. The conference
is only slightly less predictable than
cafeteria food on a college campus. This
year, the front runner in the ACC is
(gasp!) Georgia Tech. Calvin Johnson is
now the worst kept secret in college
football, and is the best receiver in the
land. With last week's win over
Virginia Tech, Georgia Tech has posi-
tioned themselves with a very good
chance to make it to the ACC
Championship Game. Florida State,
while not the power it once was, will .
win the other half of the ACC
Going north, the Big East's slogan
might as well be called "West Virginia,
Louisville and everybody else." Thanks
to Michael Bush's injury, West
Virginia's track squad will run all over
Louisville during its Thursday night
showdown on Nov. 2. Even if they run
the table, West Virginia might very
well get shut out of the BCS title game
in favor of a one loss team, like Notre
Dome,' thanks to a schedule only slight-
ly softer than key lime pie.
There you have it. No need to watch
the rest of the season, you have the
results right in front of you. All of
these predictions are guaranteed (to go
either way). Unless of course,
Michigan goes into Columbus with
both teams undefeated. You might want
to watch that one just for fun.
Andrew is a writer for the Voice; you can
reach him at AVogel 10wooster.edu.
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Scots remain on top of NCAC with 20T tie
Jchann Weber
Voice Staff
The Wooster Men's Soccer team
(7-1-- 1, 1-- 0-1 NCAC) faced off
gainst perennial NCAC threat Ohio
Wesleyan University last Saturday.
Ohio Wesleyan, 1998 NCAA Div. Ill
national champion and five time
NCAC tournament victor, is always a
tough opponent
However, the Bishops struggled to
gain any ground against the Scots,
who held the score to 0-- 0 through
double-overtim-e, ending the game
against the nationally third ranked
team in a tie.
Trevor Day '10 was pleased that
they kept OWU from a win, but feels
the Scots could have taken the game.
"It was a good result for us, but we
.
can't settle for a tie," said Day. "We
had our opportunities to win the
game; we just need to work on fin-
ishing those opportunities. We
played them tough and need to build
from that."
Many players felt that Wooster
entered the game a bit wary of OWU
and their history, which might have
lost them a chance to score as they
took less chances on offense early in.
OWU had the lead in shots on
goal, attempting 15 shots to
Wooster's six, but the Scots' strong
defense and an impressive perform-
ance by starting goalie Eric Larson
'08 kept those from being anything
more .than attempts.
j, "Our defense really stepped up and
was real strong for the entire game,"
says Day.
Schostarez's goal ends
Scots' 10-ye-ar drought
Jessica Sender
Voice Staff
The year was 1 997. It was the year of
"Titanic" and "Men In Black." It was
the year of "My Heart Will Go On"
from Celine Dion, "MMMBop" by
Hansonand "Wgnmibee" by the Spice
Girls,
'e leader, ,pf;, (this country wasBill Clinton and the trial of O.X
Simpson captured national attention. It
was also the last time that The College
of Wooster Women's Soccer team beat
'J
r--
Chantal Koechli "10 battles for
nationally-recogniz- ed Ohio Wesleyan
University.
The Scots made history by beating
the Bishops 1- -0 after a decade of disap-
pointing losses. The win was made all
the sweeter with the single goal being
scored by senior standout Sarah
Schostarez '07. The Scots held the
Bishops off all 90 minutes, completely
shutting down OWlTi offense. The
game remained scoreless for all of the
first half and much of the second until
the 70th minute, when Schostarez
became the only player from either team
.
j :
- s
Nick Waychoff '09 weeves through two Ohio Wesleyan defenders as he looks to score dur-
ing a pivitol NCAC match. The Scots tied the Bishops in a hard-foug- ht 0-- 0 tie that took two
overtimes to decide, protecting their perfect NCAC season (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Other players joined in commend-
ing Larson for his strong perform-
ance as goalie, especially impressive
as this is his first season as starting
goalie for the Scots.
The team's successful start has
brought them a lot of praise, and is
the result of a lot of things coming
together for the players, who look
now to finishing out the season as
strong as they started it.
to score a goal. Schostarez had a slow
start to the season, but turned it around
with two goals against Mt Union last
week, and now the game winner. She
improved her personal record to four
goals on the season and 18 for her
Wooster career. The Scots held a 15-- 5
shot advantage on the game, and goalie
Staci Alarjo 09 only had to make two
saves to keep the Scots in the game and
record the shutout
"It was a sweet victory for us," said
Sara Flannely '09. To beat a team that
s ''" ""'K
the ball (Photo by Mac Buehler).
we haven't won against in ten years
really gets us excited to continue to play
we know now that yi, can. take on
any team in the NCAC" i
The Scots improve to 9-- 3 overall, fi--0
in the NCAC They continue their sea-
son tomorrow, when they take on confe-
rence-rival Wittenberg' University.
The Tigers enter competition with a 7-2- -1
overall record, and jMJ standing in
the NCAC If the win against Ohio
Wesleyan is any indication as to what
the Scots are capable ' of, Wittenberg
might as well stay in Springfield.
, vO 2 3
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"The team feels pretty good with
our record right now, especially the
seniors, since this is their last year,"
said Nate Florian '09. "We need to
understand though that these NCAC
matches are the most important right
now. We started off well, but a truly
good team will also finish off well."
With their next game against rival
Wittenberg at home this Saturday at
3:30 p.m. Wooster begins their set of
Lady Scots
Alex Cotter '09, Jess Lee '09 and Piper Annese '08 fight for the ball during a key NCAC
game against Earlham! Wooster laid down the hammer and beat-dow- n the Quakers 7-- 0
maintaining their perfect NCAC record (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Andrew Vogel
Voice Staff
Usually in the first week of
October in Ohio, the weather begins
to cool off, temperatures drop and
fall begins to move in at full force. In
the first week of October, however,
as the field hockey team moves into
the second half of the season, the
team couldn't be any hotter sitting
pretty at 8-- 2.
The team has currently won four in
a row, as they won two matches last
week to improve to 6--0 in conference
play. Last Wednesday, the team
avenged its loss to Oberlin in last
year'a North Coast Athletic
Conference Tournament champi-
onship game a game that, with a
win, would have put the team in the
Div. Ill playoffs. However, after losing
3-
-0 last year, this contest turned out
much differently.
Amanda Artman '10, who wasn't
even on the team during last year's ,
loss to Oberlin, had perhaps the
biggest game of her collegiate career-s- o
far, recording her first ever hat
October matches, after which only
the NCAC tournament remains for
the Scots.
Joshua Madson '10 believes that
Wooster has only begun to prove its
mettle.
"We want to go and we plan on
going," Madson said. With seven
games left, they have plenty of
chances to show the NCAC what
they can do.
stay perfect in NCAC
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trick. To make the feat even more
impressive, the team was already in a
2-- 0 until Artman broke through with
a goal with just under eight minutes
left in the half. Five minutes into the
second half, Oberlin scored again to
regain its two goal cushion. However,
Brittany Montgomery '10 helped
Wooster get right back in it just min-
utes later when she connected on a
penalty corner from Miranda Leickly
'07 to cut Oberlin's lead to one.
With six minutes left, it looked like
Oberlin might have escaped with
another victory over Wooster.
However, this year, Wooster was able
to come out with a win as
Montgomery, again scored on a
Leickly assist to tie it all up. Then,
with three minutes left, Artman
absolutely went nuts, scoring two
goals in three minutes. Artman scored
the go-ahe- ad goal with an assist from
Arilyn Addis '07. Then, not more than
i rniriute later, Artman scored again,
.this- - time on a breakaway. Wooster,
-- after Vailing for more than an hour in
; this Contest and looking fairly close to
being down and out, had somehow
J1 1 1 : ; r I
GOLF- - Fighting Scot golf had a
rough weekend, finishing sixth in a
10-tea- m field at the Wittenburg Fall
Invitational on Sept 30 and Oct 1.
The Scots had high expectations
going into the weekend after finish-
ing third at the Hiram Fall
Invitational on Sept 16 and 17
against a field that included seven of
the same opponents.
The Scots were close to a higher
finish with their combined 648, leav-
ing them just six strokes behind
fourtlplace Wittenberg University
(642) and a mere two strokes behind
Denison (646).
Eric Shoger '08 finished the tour-
nament with the Scots' lowest score
for the first time in his career after
recording the second best score of
any golfer on Sunday. It was the
second event in a row in which he
drastically improved his play on the
second day, trimming nine strokes
this week (84,75) after an amazing
13-str- oke improvement at Hiram
(89, 76).
Patrick Lynch '08 put together two
solid days (80, 80) to finish second on
the Scots and 22nd overall
The Scots top golfer Andy Van
Horn '07 struggled on Sunday shoot
ing an 87 after shooting a 79 on
Saturday to finish in a tie for 31st
place. Sean Glaser '09 (84,84) and
Matt Mellott '07 (79,89) finished two
strokes behind Van Horn to finish in
a tie for 87th place.
The Scots will travel to Granville,
Ohio on Oct. 7 and 8 for the Denison
Fall Invitational. The tournament is
the Scots final one during the fall.
Brief written by Nick Holt
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pulled arguably its most impressive
comeback victory against a team that
had knocked it out the year before.
On Sept. 30, the team continued its
wining ways, this time making
minced meat out of Earlham, thump-
ing the Quakers 7-- 0. Artman had yet
another hat trick and keyed the team
to a very convincing victory. Addis
added two more goals and
Montgomery and Katy Baron '07
pitched in a goal a piece as the team
coasted to it second victory over
Earlham this season. The team led
6-
-0 at halftime.
While the weather may be getting
cooler, with some very convincing
victories as well as some very impres-
sive individual performances from
Artman, Montgomery and Addis, the
field hockey team may just be warm-
ing up in the first week of October.
Wooster played Denison on
Wednesday night, the results were
unavailable for press time. The Scots
have a showdown with rival
Wittenberg tomorrow at 1 p.m. They
then head to Washington and
Jefferson on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
2006-200- 7 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM 1
A group of faculty and staff, who art available to confidentially assist survivors of or those who know survivors of sexual assault.
' for assistance please contact
Nancy Anderson, Longbrake Ext. 8319.
Mary Bader, Kauke 005 Ext. 8357
' Shirley Huston-Findle- y, Wishart 118 Ext 8543
Dianna Rhyan, The Lilly House Ext. 8301
Carroll Meyer, Westminster Church Ext. 8808
Students may also call the college medical staff at Ext. 83 1 9 or a Campus Minster at Ext. 8602
To report an assault contact the Wooster City Police at 01 1 (emergencies) or 330-264-33- 33, or Campus Security at Ext. 2590.
, For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies
